
FEATURES OF THE CS4008XL

.   Simple, user friendly programming
Touchscreen tells operator which wedge size and accessories to use.
Stores up to 3000 profiles in memory. Unlimited profiles if full parameter
barcode and scanner used.

.   Fast setup time
Thanks to its memory, the 4008XL makes it easy to change from a small photo 
frame to a large moulding within a few seconds. 

 .  High production capacity
Very fast! Up to 3360 corners per hour (2 positions per corner).

.   Wide joining capacity : 190mm stroke (7’’ ½)
For mouldings up to 150mm wide (6’’) and 112mm tall (4’’ 2/5)

.   Ultra Powerful Double-action « push and tighten » rebate clamp
Position one of the moulding pieces up to the guide, then lay the second piece
roughly place. The special action of the clamps draws them accurately and firmly
together. Indeed, the clamps literally bite into the rebate of the 2 pieces of 
mouldings to pull and tighten them very strongly against each other. This ensures a 
high quality join every time, even on very wide mouldings. This is unique to 
Cassese.

.   New retractable Ultra clamp system
Patented “Ultra” clamp system now retracts into table leaving a flat
surface. Great for handling big frames!

.   Built-in extension arms for large frames

.   Built-in networking and barcode set-up abilities
Built-in ability to read and setup from barcode labels. (Optional
scanner and software required.)

.   9 programmable wedge positions
Stacks up to 9 wedges in each position.

 . Patented adjustable fences
Adjusts for “less than perfect” 45˚  cuts and backs not 90˚  to
bottom, in order to prevent gaps in the top or bottom of the join.   

.   New magnetic XL adjustable top clamp
Quickly adjust hold down height. Just change rubber end for
hardwood or softwood. Now with quick-change magnetic holddowns.

.   No tools required to change wedges’ sizes
Uses only genuine Cassese patented cartridge wedges. They are color coded with 
a full range of sizes available  (3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12, & 15 mm) most available in
hardwood and softwood versions. Quality and performance !

The CS4008 XL is the Cassese machine for the 21st century. Fast 
performance and heavy duty design for high production, programmable 
memory with touch-screen interface for ease of use, and of course,  
Cassese quality corners!

CS4008XL: 
PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY UNDERPINNER
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Included Accessories

Optional Accessories

.   No pressure adjustment required 
when changing between softwood and hardwood. 

.   Cartridge loading activated by pneumatic cylinder
No more wedge pusher spring! 

.   2-stage pneumatic clamping pedal
Allows the operator to clamp the mouldings and visually check the join before 
inserting a wedge. Can also work in « AUTOMATIC » mode : just 1 push on the 
pedal will clamp and join just afterwards.

.   Wedge sensor 
Thanks to the new pressure sensitive wedge sensor, the CS4008XL will never miss 
a wedge in any corner, even if the cartridge runs out mid-way through joining a 
corner. The join remains clamped while the operator replaces the cartridge and 
then, the process resumes where it left off, so you always use 100% of the wedges 
in a cartridge.

.   Safe 
Will not fire wedges without mouldings in position.

.   Easy access to electrical and pneumatic parts
All electrical parts are located in an external electric box, and pneumatic parts are 
easily accessible thanks to a special opening on the machine.

.   Stainless working table. 

.   Multi-Lingual
The CS4008XL can operate in 8 different languages among which : English, 
Spanish, German & French. 

.   Special Kit to work at 45˚ (Optional) 
This kit includes all accessories necessary to tilt and set the joining table at 45˚  in 
order to save room and offer you an even more ergonomical working station. It also 
includes a large stainless extension table with it.

Moulding
Width                                      3mm-150mm

Height                                           5mm-112mm

Smallest internal frame size 85mm x 85mm

Weight                                         135 Kg

Dimensions

Length                                            520mm

Width                                              620mm

Height                                            1180mm

Air supply              Compressed air at 
             7 bars using 5 litres 
             per cycle

Electric supply               220V single phase  
             50/60 Hz

CS4008 XL
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